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Professor named
‘Influential Latino’
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Robert Flores, Cal Poly agriculture education and
communication professor, will be honored as one of
the Central Coast’s most influential Latinos on March
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When police received a call that a man on campus had a gun, they responded with their own weapons, only to find he carried a flashligjht.

UPD responds to gun threat
Brittany Ridley
MUSTANG DAIIY

The University Police Department responded to a call on
Feb. 27 about a man on campus who appeared to have a gun
by sending officers armed with shotguns and rifles. The man
ner of the response shocked many students about University
Police policies involving gun use on campus.
Detective Wayne Lyons said the man was part of the David
Copperfield performance that was held on campus that
evening.
When police reached the scene they found the man was
actually holding a flashlight in a holster like other David

Copperfield crew members, Lyons said.
Philosophy junior Aaron Morales said he was surprised by
the police officers’ response.
“I was just kind of shocked o f the weapons they were carry
ing,” Morales said. “I didn’t know that we had officers running
around with assault rifles on this campus. It looked very military.
Some officers were carrying shotguns and rifles, Lyons said.
“ I was just surprised they were running around like that
because, in my opinion, those weapons aren’t used for wound
ing someone but killing someone,” Morales said. “ I was just
wondering who authorized the use of those weapons on camsee Police, page 2

C o ll^ students
spend spring
break with
farmworkers
Olivia M unoz
ASSCX:iATED PRESS

LAMONT, Calif. — On a sunny
day when her fellow college students
were grabbing beach towels and beer,
Nathalie Sanchez was knocking on
the doors o f farmworkers left jobless
after a recent freeze killed much of
the state’s citrus crop.
It’s not the first spring break she’s
spent doing service instead of shots.
The senior art major was among
10 students from Loyola Marymount
University who lived and worked
with San Joaquin Valley farmworkers
for a week in March, learning about
see Break, page 5

Flores was one of 28 people who were chosen for
the award, which is a program put on by the Santa
Maria-based newspaper Latino Today. The recipients of
the award are
^ftom a variety 1' M
».
of
fields,
including
governm ent,
business, edu
cation, social
work, jo u r
nalism
and
nonprofit
work.
“
W e
BRENNAN ANGEL MUSTANG DAILY
selected Bob
Robert Flores, an agriculture proFlores for
fessor, was selected by Latino Today
number
to be one o f the most influential
reasons. One Latinos in the Central Coast.
was that he is
performing and has performed some really important
functions in our community, like being a long-time
trainer of young people who are going to go out there
and become teachers in the agricultural field,” said
Jesse Chavarria, editor of Latino Today.
Flores was also chosen for the award for his involve
ment in a variety of Latino initiatives over the years,
including his help in founding the Latino Outreach
Council and Vision Unida.
Vision Unida is a local leadership development
group that was formed from the Latino Outreach
Council. The idea of the group is to educate the
see Flores, page 2

Homebiewers compete for Cal Po^ Cup
Luis Obispo, the Cal Poly Brew
Crew hosted the Cal Poly Cup, a
competition open to students and
In a ceaseless effort to promote
members of the community, on
home brewing, the Cal Poly Brew
March 10 at the Central Coa.st
Crew showcased the best beers that
Brewing Co. at 1422 Monterey St.
Cal Poly students and the communi
The competition offered several
ty of San Luis Obispo had to offer
different prizes to determine the
Saturday night during the annual
best tasting beers in the community
Cal Poly Cup.
(including the chance to have
In as.sociation with Central Coast
Central Coa.st Brewing Co. brew a
Brewing Co. and Doc’s Cellar of San
keg of the winner’s homebrew),
and also stood to enlighten com
petitors and guests alike about the
various types of beers that can be
produced through home brew
ing.
■
c
“This isn’t just a competition
'I
to decide the best tasting beers,
V j but also an opportunity for stu
and members of the com
» . , J dents
munity to taste several different
types of beer and learn about how
they’re made so that they too can
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More than 120 people showed up at Central Coast Brewing Co. on Saturday
n ^ t to sample 65 local beers in an event hosted by the Brew Crew
brew their own beer,” said Nick
Chamness, the Brew Crew vice
president and industrial technology
senior.
With doors open for registration
at 7 p.m., a swarm of competitors
and guests began filtering their way
into Central Coast Brewing Co.

In order to compete in the Cal
Poly Cup, contestants were required
to pay an entry fee of $5 and to
bring eight 12-ounce bottles or four
22-ounce bottles — some for judg
ing and others for sharing with
everyone. Guests wishing to get a
see Cup, page 2
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Thè beers
included a
variety o f
ales, ciders,
lagers and
more.
Wine and
viticulture
student
Philip Ye
won for
his home
brewed
Pale Ale.
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Cup
continued from page I

caste were asked to pay $ 10, \\ hile sober drivers, tliere sim
ply to mingle (or baby-sit), were allowed in for free.
liy 7:3d p.m., the lirewers' was packed wall-to-wall
with both ctintestants and giic'sts eager to knock back a
tew of the slew of beers entered intti the contest while
munching *.)ii a variety of finger foods provided by the
lirew Oew.
■‘We were really stoked on this years turnout,” said Jett'
Freitas. Mrew O ew president and civil engineering senior.
■‘I here must h.ive been w'ell over 12(> people at the com
petition to trv the D.S different beers suhmitted.”
O f the i>5 beers submitted, the competition featured a
ariety of brews including alc*s, ciders, lagers, and a few
inuiue blends.
' fill

)f th e m ost unK ]ue b ee rs su b m itte d

m a n g o -c n ili beer," Freitas said.
m e favored bur it was
ilwavs e.xciied

a

“I’m

w as a

n o t sure how th at

w e lc o m e ad d itio n a n d w e ’a*

s t o rig in al creatio n s ’

I he beer w ith the most submissions w.is a wiriety of
lies, which rend to be the le.ist difficult to ba-w. Fa*itas
vlld.
“Uei iuse ales are best brewed at numi temperature, the
mild climate i>f San Luis Obispo makes it an ideal beer to
tinker with,” Freius said. “Though we had a lot of alts
submitted. It was also to good to see that we had quite a
'ew entrants make the eflbrt to brew lagers wiiich need to
be basved at a cold temperatila'. We w ea a-ally stoked

Police
continued from page /

pus.
Every police department in
California has shotguns and rifles
in all patrol cars, and it is important
for orticers to be well prepared in a
situation such as this, Lyons said.
“ 1 was personally carrying my
handgun but other officers did
have rifles and shotguns.” Lyons
»aid. “That is very standard. You
never know if a person at the scene
will have a rifle himself.”
University Police Department
C'otninander Lon Flashitii said

Not going to be
on campus

tomorrow?

on the amount of eflbrt that went into this competition.”
After every beer submitted had been tasted, a panel of
four judges, including members of the IJrew C'revs' and
Cw'iitral C'oast lirewery, announced their favorites.
First place and a $1(H) gift certificate to Doc’s (Cellar
went to wine and viticulture student Philip Ye, for his
homebrewed Pale Ale. Second place and a $.SD girt cer
tificate went to wine and viticulture student Latsi
Vidensky for his Double IPA submission, while the
“Oow d Favorite” prize went to civil engineering seniors
Kevin Cierst and Cdiris Barkley for their home brewed
“Patriot Ale.”
In addition to w inning the title of C'rowd Favorite,
(ierst and Barkley’s I’atriot Ale will become a featured
brew at CA'iitral C'oast Brewery.
Though both Freitas and C'hamness said they were
happy to have so many people attend and participate in
the competition, the overall goal was to encourage stu
dents and members of the comnumitx' to learn about how
beer is made; also, by showcasing the variety on hand at
the Cial Poly Cup. get them e.xcited about the endless pos
sibilities.
In addition, the C^il Poly Crtip also stood to encourage
students to advocate the establishment of a brewing minor
on campus, Freit.is said.
“Thtxnigh the C!al Poly Chip and our weekly meetings,
the Brew C'a'w’s overall goal is to have C'al Poly create a
minor in brewing so that students can learn about the
inga'dients, and the parcess of caating hundreds of types
of beers, so that they can ba*w their own for business or
pleasua',” Fa'itas s.ud.

police always arrive on a scene in
safety gear, which includes a hand
gun and pepper spray.
“We take these calls very seri
ously. especially with everything
that happens in society today,"
Hashim said. “ We are always going
to approach it as if it is a real prob
lem.”
The crewmember was unaware
that his flashlight looked like a gun,
but Lyons said he wasn't surprised
that a passerby thought it was a
handgun.
“They were clueless," Lyons said.
"The>’ had no idea what people
were assuming. It really did look
like he had a handgun on his hip

from the front. You really couldn’t
tell it was a flashlight until he
turned to the side. So, I mentioned
that he may want to move the
hostler somewhere besides his right
side.”
Lyons said that students should
always report suspicious situations
on campus.
“O ur common complaint is that
if students do see anything unusu
al, take note o f the person and
report it right away,” Lyons said.
“Try to get as much visual infor
mation as you can: what color hair,
color pants or what he was wearmg.

continued from page I

underrepresented popuhition and
to assist them in becoming more
involved in civic affairs in the
county.
“ From the name Vision Umda,
united vision, you can tell that the
focus of the program initially was
to get the Latino population, who
was prettv much silent m a lot of
the affairs in the county, more
active.” Flores said
Vision Umda has graduated 11
classes, comprised mostly of work
ing adults who h.iw completed the
13-week program since it started in
1994.
When Flores first came to C'al
Foly in 1983, he was one of only
four Latino professors.
“Things have changed over the
years and 1 don't think it's been by
accident. Somebody has to encour
age the Latino population to get
more involved,” Flores said.“l real
ly believe that people need to be
contributors to the betterment of
their community. I'm a firm believ
er of that.”
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Flores

C'al Foly is No. 2 in the nation in
graduating Latinos in agriculture,
but Flores said there is still work to
do.
"We still have a long wav to go,
don’t get me wrong. If you look at
C'al Foly, (it) is not representative o*
the high school population of
C^ilifornia.” Flores said
This is the second vear that
Latino Tod.iv has honored Latinos
on the C'entr.il C\iast Last yen
they honored .SD people, including
C'al Fob journalism professoi
George Kamos, because tliere was
such a backlog of people who liad
not,been recognized.
“One of the reasons we started
this award is that no one was hon
oring people who are Latino, who
are leaders, who are doing great
things for our community. As far as
we could tell, no one w.as paving
any attention to them or what they
were doing.” Cdiavarna said. “As
the people running the paper, we
come in contact with these people
on a daily basis and thought.‘some
body ought to be doing something
for them and thanking them for
their service.'”

^ Opm : Mon wTh«

V -iv /

11«m-10pni* Fri to Sat tlam -ltpm . Sun
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Briefs
State

National

International

FRESNO
(AP)
—
Congress should keep funding
tribal clinics in cities across the
country, rather than slashing a
program designed to provide
culturally competent health
care for urban American
Indians, Sen. Dianne Feinstein
said Tuesday.
For the second year in a row,
President Bush’s 200H budget
proposal calls for the Urban
Indian Health Programs’ $32.7
million allocation to be axed.
Instead, taxpayer dollars would
be redirected to fund Indian
health programs in rural areas
and on reservations.
The bulk o f American
Indians and Alaska natives
natioinvide live in urban areas,
and eliminating the program
would force many of the 33
clinics that serve them to close
their doors, clinic directors
said.

WASHINGTON (AP) —
The Pentagon’s top general said
Tuesday he should not have
voiced his personal view that
homosexuality is immoral and
should have just stated his sup
port for the military’s “don't
,isk, don't tell” policy in an
interview that has drawn criti
cism from lawmakers and gayrights groups.
The written statement by
Marine Gen. Peter Pace, chair
man of the Joint C'hiefs of Staff,
did not apologize for his stance
on homosexuality.
In a newspaper interview
Monday, Pace likened homose.xual acts to adultery and said
the military should not con
done it by allowing gays to
serve openly in the armed
forces.

MERIDA, Mexico (AP) —
President Bush sought to soothe
strained ties with Mexico on
Tuesday by pronusing to prod
C’ongress to overhaul tough US.
immigration policies.
But Mexican President Felipe
C'alderon criticized U.S. plans for
a 700-niilc border fence and said
Bush must do more to curb
American drug appetites. Mexico
was the last stop on Bush’s fivenation Latin American tour, and
the one where the political stakes
seemed the highest.

• • •

SANTA MONICA (AP)
— A judge on Tuesday prevent
ed O.J. Simpson from receiving
any further compensation from
a canceled book deal and TV
interview and ordered the bun
dled book rights to be auc
tioned oft'.
Los
Angeles
County
Superior Court Judge Gerald
Rosenberg ordered the auction
for the rights to “If I Did It,’’ in
which the former NFL star was
to explain how he might have
committed the killings of his
ex-wife,
Nicole
BrownSimpson and her friend Ron
Goldman. The book and TV
interview were never released
amid public outrage.
The proceeds from the auc
tion and any subsequent book
profits will be turned over to
Goldman’s family, which has
been trying to collect a $33.5tnillion civil judgment from
Simpson in a wrongful death
lawsuit. With interest, the judg
ment is estimated at $3H mil
lion.
“This is a guarantee that if
they "iver publish this thing,
Mr. Simpson won't see a dime
from It,” Goldman family attor
ney lonathan Polak said.

• • •

O RLANDO, Fla. (AP) —
The Transportation Security
Administration stepped up
security at airports around
Florida on Tuesday, days after
baggage handlers in Orlando
were accused of smuggled guns
aboard a commercial airliner.
More than 160 security offi
cers, aviation inspectors, federal
air marshals and others were
being dispatched to airports in
Orlando, Tampa, Miami, Fort
Lauderdale and San Juan,
Puerto Rico. The officers will
be in place for a few days before
rotating to other airports, offi
cials said.
• • •

LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Universal Pictures has come up
with an unusual plan to try to
fill theaters when its film
“Peaceful Warrior” opens later
this month: the company is giv
ing away $15 million worth of
free tickets.
Through a partnership with
Best Buy, the film company will
give interested moviegoers as
many as 10 free tickets to see
“Peaceful Warrior” during its
opening weekend, March 30 to
April 1, Universal’s president of
marketing, Adam Fogelson,
announced Tuesday.

• • •

LO NDO N (AP) — The
British government proposed
bold new environmental legisla
tion Tuesday that would set legal
ly binding, long-term limits on
carbon emissions — a move it
hopes will prompt the United
States, China and India to follow
suit.
The climate change bill would
be the first legislation in an indus
trialized country to spell out such
long-range goals, including a car
bon budget set every five years
that would cap C 0 2 levels and
create an independent body to
report on progress.The legislation
also calls for binding targets as far
ahead as 20.50 for reducing car
bon emissions.
• • •
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Vote (delayed on bill
requiring girls to be
vacxinated against HPV
Steve Lawrence
A S S O C I A I t l) I'RhSS

SACiRAMENTO
—
An
Assembly committee on Tuesday
put off voting on a bill that would
require girls entering the seventh
grade to be vaccinated against the
cervical cancer-causing human
papillomavirus.
The
measure’s
author.
Assemblyman Ed Hernandez, DBaldwin Bark, requested the dekiy
after opponents said the vaccine
was too new to be mandated by the
state and that parents might have
difficulty taking advantage o f a
provision allowing them to opt-out
of the requirement.
“There was obviously a lot of
discussion and debate,” Hernandez
said after the Assembly Health
Committee held a roughly hourlong hearing on the bill. “I wanted
to make sure 1 address all o f the
concerns o f members and bring it
back for a vote in April.”
He said he was willing to con
sider amendments.
“ A couple o f members that
expressed concerns have specific
language they’d like to discuss with
me,” he said. “ I’ll take it into con

sideration, and if it makes sense will
include it.”
■Starting in 2010, the bill would
require girls entering the seventh
grade to have .i series of three vac
cinations to protect them against
HBV, which can be sexually trans
mitted and cause genital warts and
cervical cancer. But parents could
obtain an exemption by writing a
letter to the school stating their
opposition to the vaccination
requirement.
Dr. Jenny Biller, an obstetrician
and
gynecologist
from
the
University o f ('alifornia, Davis
Medical CA'iiter, testified for the
bill, saying the vaccine was “almost
9H to 100 percent efTective.”
Patricia C^irthew, a Los Angeles
woman who said she suffers from
debilitating bone problems because
of radiation treatments for cervical
cancer, called the HBV vaccine “a
vaccine of life.”
“ I just wish when I was younger
there was a vaccine so 1 would not
have to go through this,” she said.
“ It’s too late for me and it’s too late
for a lot of women, but it’s not too
late for our daughters.”
see HPV, page 5

HARARE, Zimbabwe (AP)
— Police released dozens of
bruised and bloodied opposition
activists to the custody of their
attorneys late Tuesday, while the
country’s main opposition leader
was treated at a hospital for
injuries his lawyer said were the
result of savage police beatings.
The activists were ordered to
return to court Wednesday morn
ing after police took them ftom a
hospital to the magistrates court
in the capital, Harare, on Tuesday
night for an unscheduled appear
ance, said Beatrice Mtetwa, a
lawyer for the group. She said no
state prosecutor or magistrate was
at the court.
“The fact that there was no
prosecutor, no magistrate, no
court officials — only psdice —
says a lot,” she said.“lt says that we
are in a police state.”
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Senders can show support V iacom sues G oogle s YouTube
or sympathy with post for a llie d copyright infringement,
abortion e-cards
L isa L e f f
ASSOCIAIH) 1‘KKSS

SAN FRANCISCO — A non
profit that runs a national post-abor
tion telephone talk line has unveiled
a series of electronic greeting cards
that concerned friends and family
can send to a woman after she
cliooses to terminate a pregnancy.
“Women having abortions are
calling our line because often they
don't have someone to talk to — it’s
a stigmatized issue,” said Aspen
liaker, founder and executive direc
tor of Oakland-based Exhale. "So the
chance to honor and acknowledge
someone’s experience by calling
upon something that is within our
social practices and social mores
seemed important and could go a
long way toward supporting people.”
Like Exhale’s confidential talk
line, the six e-cards available on the
gnrup’s Web site were designed to be
nonpartisan and encompass the
range of someone’s potential
responses to going through an abor
tion.
One expresses sympathy, offering
the gentle reminder that, “As you
grieve, remember that you are
loved.” Another pnivides encourage
ment for someone who “did the
right thing.’Yet another strikes a reli
gious tone with the thought that
“Cod will never leave vou or forsake

I

you.
Although greeting card offerings
have expanded in recent years to
include such milestones as divorce,
potty-training and half-birthdays.
Baker said she was unaware of any
one else providing after-abortion
cards online. The inspiration for the
project came in part from a veteran
abortion provider who frequently
observed there were no Hallmark
cards for abortion, she said.
The cards are part of a broader
effort by Baker, who launched
Exhale in January 2002, to bring the
agency’s work into a broader arena.
In two weeks, the agency plans to
publish a magazine featuring stories,
poems, letters and rituals by and foi
women who have had abortions.
Baker said she hoped popular ecard sites might start offering links to
Exhale’s line, which is offered in
English and Spanish. In the mean
time, she plans to spread the word to
boyfriends, parents and siblings
through doctors’ offices and the
post-procedure information pack
ages women usually receive after
abortions.
“We designed them to deal with
different peoples’ response to .ibortion. Not everyone is grieving their
loss. Not everyone has a relationship
with (iod. Not everyone thinks it is
the best thing,” she said.

seeks $ 1B in damages

Seth Sutel
ASSOC lATFD I'RESS

NEW YORK — Big Media
took its first big swing at YouTube
Tuesday as Viacom Inc., the owner
of MTV, VH1, Comedy Central
and other cable networks filed a $1
billion copyright lawsuit against
the video-sharing site and corpo
rate owner Google Inc.
The lawsuit marks a sharp esca
lation of long-simmering tensions
between Viacom and YouTube and
represents the biggest confronta
tion to date between a major
media company and the hugely
popular site, which Google bought
in Newember for $1.76 billion.
Last month Viacom demanded
that YouTube remove more than
1()(),()()() unauthorized clips from
its site, and since that time the
company has uncovered more than
50,000 additional unauthorized
clips, Viacom spokesman Jeremy
Zweig said.
A quick search ofYouTube’s site
Tuesday turned up numerous clips
from Viacom programs including
segments from Comedy O n tra l’s
“The Daily Show with Jon
Stewart”
and
Nickelodeon’s
“SpongeBob SquarePants” car
toon.
In the lawsuit, filed in U.S.
District C-ourt in New York,
Viacom says YouTube “harnessed
technology to willfully infringe
copyrights on a huge scale” and
had "brazen disregard” of intellec-
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long as they comply with requests
to remove unauthorized material.
“We’re saying that the DMCA
protects what we’re doing,”
Macgillivray said in an interview.
On the other hand, he said, “The
DMCA is silent on what we have
to do if we don’t get a notice” to
remove material.
Other media companies have
also clashed with YouTube but
some, including CBS Corp., have
agreed to provide some clips to the
site. CTiS C'orp. used to be part of
Viacom but has since split ofT into
a separate company.
Universal Music Group, a unit
of France’s Vivendi SA, had threat
ened to sue YouTube, saying it was
a hub for pirated music videos, but
later reached a licensing deal with
them.
Despite those arrangements,
media’s relations with YouTube
remain testy. CBS’s CEO Leslie
Moonves told investors last week
that its pact with YouTube had
provided a big promotional boost
for its shows. But he added that
many big technology players
“don’t quite respect the content
enough,” although that was chang
ing.
Cieneral Electric Co.’s NBC net
work has set up a channel to show
authorized clips on YouTube, but it
recently criticized the site and
Cioogle for not doing more to pre
vent copyrighted material from
being posted online.
Bruce Sunstem, co-founder of
intellectual property law firm
Bromberg iC Sunstein in Boston,
said YouTube was still in the early
stages of what was likely to be a
“very long working-out of
arrangements” with the owners of
broadcast copyrights.
“ Finding a way o f peaceful
coexistence is quite a struggle,”
Sunstein said. “Cîoogle’s motto is
‘Don’t be Evil,’ and you could
argue that with YouTube that
motto is wearing a little thin.”

Having a ^Blasf’ at Julian’s
CAMPUS DINING STAFF WRITER
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tual property laws.
YouTube’s soaring popularity
has be«*n a cause of fascination but
also fear among the owners of tra
ditional media outlets, who worry
that YouTube’s displaying of useruploaded clips from their programs
— without compensation — will
lure away viewers and ad dollars
from cable and broadcast TV.
Viacom is especially at risk
because many of its shows are
aimed at younger audiences who
also are heavy Internet users. At
the same time, Viacom is trying to
find other, legal ways to distribute
its shows digitally, such as by sell
ing episodes of “The Daily Show”
and “South Park” for $1.99 each
through Apple Inc.’s iTunes ser
vice. Those shows can then be
viewed on a computer or video
iPod.
YouTube says it cooperates with
all copyright holders and removes
programming as soon as it is noti
fied. But Viacom argues that
approach lets YouTube avoid tak
ing the initiative to curtail copy
right infringement, instead shifting
the burden and costs o f monitor
ing the site onto copyright hold
ers.
Alexander Macgillivray, associ
ate general counsel for products
and intellectual property at
Cioogle, said YouTube was protect
ed under the 1998 Digital
Millennium Copyright Act, which
gives online service providers pro
tection from copyright lawsuits so

In recent years, Julian’s has
been associated with their
delicious variety of coffee. But
it didn't start out that way. In
fact when the Julian MePhee
University Union first opened
in 1971, the space was used
for a Barber Shop.
About two years later, the
space was then converted for
“T h e Ice C ream Parlour,"
according to Jeanette Kimball
Backstage Pizza and Julian’s
m anager. It w asn't until the
m id 1 9 8 0 ’s th a t J u lia n ’s
changed its name and began
serving coffee in addition to
ice cream and m ilkshakes.
Now they serve a variety of
coffee and non-coffee options
in order to please any tastebud. For several years now,
Julian's has been serving the

increasingly popular variety of
“Blasts."
There are three types of
Blasts: Java, Fruit Tea, and
C h a i. E a c h in c lu d e a
frapachino mix for thickness
and are blended with ice. All
the blasts can add a shot of
Torani Syrup for flavor. Julian’s
has 12 regular and three sugar
free syrups.
T he Java B lasts include
espresso and nonfat milk. The
Fruit Tea contains one of five
d iffe re n t fru it te a flav o rs
(Strawberry, Wlldberry, Passion
O ra n g e G u a v a , C o c o n u t
Pineapple, and Peach.) Julian's
only uses one flavor at a time,
because of space constraints,
and when they run out the next
customer gets to pick the flavor
used next. And there are six
flavors of Chai tea used for the
blasts.
paid advertisement

Julian’s also serves a variety
of other options. Freezes are
a p o p u lar choice am ong
students, according to Julian’s
supervisor, Patti Reaves. The
freezes are similar to a float
but the ice and soda are
blended together. During the
summer months the sherbets
and m ist sodas are very
popular.
Julian’s also serves Italian
sodas and has 16 different
flavors of ice cream . They
alw ays have two sherbets,
one yogurt, one sugar free,
and the traditional strawberry,
vanilla, and chocolate. The
other nine flavors are then
rotated.
Despite its small location,
Julian’s sells a large variety
of coffee and Ice cream. “W e
hold a lot of stuff in that little
place," said Reaves.
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HPV
continued from page 3

But
Assemblyman
Alan
Nakanishi, a Stockton physician,
said the vaccine was too new for
the state to be mandating its use.
“It’s poor policy for the state to
mandate that half of our children
get vaccinated with a drug that has
been on the market less than one
year...,’’ he said. “We need more
time to see the efticacy and safety
of this drug.”
O ther lawmakers raised con
cerns about the cost of the series of
three vaccinations — $360 — and
whether some parents would be
able to afford them.
Assemblyman Ted Gaines, KGranite Bay, said the bill should
direct schools to get approval from
parents before requiring the vacci
nations.
“When we address issues related
to children and sex, I want real
clarity in terms of what the parent
is agreeing to,” he said.
Assemblywoman Mary Salas, DChula Vista, suggested waiting until
the vaccine is cleared for use in
boys before considering a mandate.
HPV also can lead to cancers in
men.
“We’re only talking about half of
the equation today,” she said.
Hernandez
said
in
most
instances the cost would be cov
ered by private medical insurance
or state and federal programs.
The opt-out procedure in his

bill, he said, was the same one
offered parents who don’t want
their children immunized against
several other diseases, including
mumps, measles and chickenpox.
“If this was a vaccine to elimi
nate or reduce breast cancer, we
would not be having this discus
sion,” Hernandez told the commit
tee. “Because it’s a sexually trans
mitted disease, 1 think it’s creating a
lot of problems.”
The Virginia and New Mexico
legislatures have approved bills sim
ilar to Hernandez’s, and the gover
nors of those states have promised
to sign them. Lawmakers in 18
other states also have introduced
HFV vaccination mandates. i
Texas’ Republican governor.
Rich Perry, issued an executive
order Feb. 2 requiring girls enter
ing the sixth grade to have the vac
cinations. That has triggered heated
criticism from conservatives and an
effort in the Texas Legislature to
pass a bill overturning the order.
Critics also have focused on
Perrys ties to the vaccine’s manu
facturer, Merck & Co. His former
chief of staff lobbies for the drug
company, which has contributed to
Perry
and
the
Republican
Governors Association.
Merck, which made nearly
$6(),0()() in campaign donations to
California lawmakers last year,
recently announced that it was
dropping lobbying campaigns to
convince states to adopt vaccina
tion mandates.

hair p sk in ^ retail

Break
continued from page 1

the history of the rural labor move
ment and organizing a food and
clothing drive for out-of-work field
hands.
The program, a partnership
between Loyola Marymount and the
Dolores Huerta Foundation, a
Bakersfield nonprofit named for the
co-founder of the United Farm
Workers union, is among a growing
number of“alternative” spring breaks
in which students skip the boozy
revelry in favor of volunteer work
around the world.
In past years, Sanchez traveled to
the Dominican Republic for a fair
trade coffee effort and to Cjuatemala
to help with community develop
ment in a Mayan village. This spring
break, the art major from Cudahy
stayed closer to home. Lamont, the
farm community she visited, is about
110 iniles north of her school’s Los
Angeles campus.
“We understand there are issues
that affect communities that are inour own country,” Sanchez said,“and
here, in our own state.”
In this city of about 13,(KK), the
everyday concerns include pesticide
drift and organizing to fight for bet
ter wages. But these days the main
topic of conversation is the cold
snap.
Several days of subffeezing tem
peratures in January ruined more
than $1 billion worth of citrus and
other crops, according to the state,
making it the most devastating blow
to the industry in more than a
decade. As many as 28,(MM) farm

twww.mustan3daiiy.com

workers lost their jobs.
Sanchez and her fellow students
sorted donated clothes and went
door to door assessing needs and
telling workers about the food and
clothing giveaway. At a local com
munity center, they filled boxes with
bread and canned food for displaced
workers.
“It’s nice to see people from out
side of our city come here to help,”
said Ciiiadalupe Flores, 59, a Mexican
immigrant who stood in the clothes
line after getting a box of fexad.
Flores had just finished the grape
harvest and was getting ready to pick
citrus when the cold snap hit. Now
his family is getting by on his daugh
ter’s income from a grocery store
cashier job.
This was the second year of the
Loyola Marymount/Dolores Huerta
program. The students live in the
farm laborers’ modest homes and
apartments for a week and learn
about current issues confronting
agricultural workers and coimnunity
organizing.
“Last year they actually worked in
the fields and saw how hard that is,”
said Pablo Rodriguez, an organizer
for the foundation. “But this year
they’re seeing what it’s like when
there’s no work, which is a different
kind of challenge.”
Break Away, an Atlanta-based
nonprofit that trains students for ser
vice-based trips, estimates that more
than 35,(MK) college students spend
part of their vacation each year doing
volunteer work.
Service-oriented breaks began as
the flip-side option to the traditional
week of spring debauchery, but

many schools now' offer programs
during winter break, summer vaca
tion and even over a weekend.
Students tfom the University of
Wyoming went to New Orleans to
rebuild homes destroyed by
Hurricane Katrina; University of
Kansas students worked at homeless
shelters in Washington; and volun
teers from the University of
Northern Florida helped a rain for
est conservation program in
Ecuador.
Loyola Marymount’s alternative
breaks have become so popular the
application process is now competi
tive. Applicants go through an inter
view and pay for the trip themselves;
the Lamont trip was $250 but expe
ditions abroad can cost as much as
$1,2(K).
“There’s a real desire to under
stand our world abroad, but there’s
also an interest in understanding
communities in our own country,”
said Maria Alderete, director of the
university’s Center for Service and
Action.
The students said their service
didn’t end whth the resumption of
clas.ses.
They have arranged for teens from
a valley high school to visit Loyola’s
campus after talking to the students
about going to coUege.
“A lot of people speak about ser
vice,” said Juliana Xochimitl, 20. She
felt a personal connection to this trip
because her parents are Mexican
immigrants who had to work lowpaying jobs.
“It is here that I finally saw things
being done,” she said, “and we’re the
ones doing it, we young people.”
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African authors memoirs A Long
Gone from an average life story
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shmael Beah s “A Long Way
Gone: Memoirs of a Boy
Soldier” gives a human face
to the ravaging civil war that began
in Sierra Leone in the mid-1990s.
The story begins with Ishmael as a
young boy of 12, whose days are
spent playing with his friends and
reveling in his fascination with
American rap music.
Although young, Beah has seen
hurt in his life. His writing reveals
that the separation of his parents
has affected him deeply, and even
established him and his brothers as
pariahs in their town. His early
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acquaintance with isolation proves
to be a symbol for much more to
come in his life.
Although rumors of an occupa
tion
by
the
rebel
army
(Revolutionary United Front) have
circulated for months, Ishmael and
his family try to live normally and
not succumb to their fear.
Whatever is left of his carefree
nature is stolen completely, howev
er, when his town is occupied by
Sierra Leone rebel soldiers.
With no safe haven, he, along
with his friends and brother, begins
to travel from town to town in
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search o f food and word
attend and graduate from
of their missing families.
college.
Since almost every vil
Beah’s ability to recall the
lage they enter is com
minute details that make up
pletely empty and aban
his life story allow for a riv
doned, they find them
eting, if disturbing, read.
selves hungrier and more
The reader can feel his hard
tired each day.
ships viscerally; it seems
There are no meals or
impossible to be left
shelter to break up the
unmoved by this book.
daylong walks, and com
What saves it from an over
panionship
is
also
load of savagery and depres
extremely hard to come
sion is the ever-present
by.
Because they are
knowledge that Beah even
gathered in a large group,
tually escapes from his dire
situations.
the people they come
into contact with often
Since he is the author of
mistake the boys for rebel
the book, we are aware from
soldiers, and few will
the beginning that the story
have anything to do with
has a happy ending; we
them. Finally, it proves
know that he is able to find
too hard to remain in a
some measure o f success.
group, so the boys split
However, the focus in the
up after a year of running
book isn’t so much on the
together. At this point,
ending as much as what
we find Ishmael on his
events lead up to it.
own, trying to survive
c o u r t f 5y p h o t o
Without resorting to selfagainst the powerful West African author bhtnael Beah shares his horrific pity, Beah gives us a view of
childhood warfare that can’t
African terrain.
experiences living as a soldier in a rebel army in his
In search of some sort book **ALong Way Gone: Memoirs o f a Boy Soldier.” be matched, even by the best
of security, Ishmael soon
of journalists. This unique
becomes a boy soldier in the rebel United Nations relief agency, perspective is perhaps the most valu
army. We see him committing which reunites him with some of able part of the book. It reflects the
some of the worst atrocities of war; his distant family members. At the mission of Beah’s life, which is now
mass killings and torture become age of 17, he eventually moves to spent as an international speaker.
commonplace to this boy who America. He is then adopted by an focusing on the travails of child solnever imagined living such a vio American woman and goes on to aiers around the world
lent life away from his family.
Given hard drugs to assist him in
his killing duties, he becomes the
same kind o f murdering machine
Beah*s abOity to recall the minute details that
that he once feared. He lives day to
make up his Hie story allow for a riveting, if
day, minute to minute, focusing so
much on survival that he doesn’t
disturbing, read. T he reader can feel his
realize
the kinds o f acts he is com•
hardships viscerally; it seems impossible to be
mining or what kind o f psycholog
ical damage is being done to him.
left unmoved by this book.
The turning point in Ishmael’s
life comes when he is sent to a
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Popular rode musical Aida’
shimmies its way into SLO
boundaries
of
the
original
opera and show
cases emotional
ballads
and
dynamic
rock
beats.
Amanda Retzer
“Set, costum
MUSTANG DAILY
ing and music
With a dash of musical influence were the three
from “The Lion King,” a plot rem big standouts,”
iniscent of “Rom eo and Juliet” and Wilt said. “There
a modern rock-based love story. are also some
Cal Poly Arts invites the musical pretty love songs
production “Aida” today at 8 p.m. that are more
at Harman Hall in the Christopher like soft rock.”
“Aida” is trav
Cohan Performing Arts Center.
eling
all over the
“It’s a rock opera that came from
the very famous opera ‘Aida’ done West Coast and
by Disney,” Peter Wilt, interim will be at Cal
director of Cal Poly Arts said. “Tim Poly for one day
Rice and Elton John took that only. It is spon
basic storyline and created their sored by Joan
S a r g e n ,
own rock opera.”
COURTESY PHOTO
The musical revolves around a Foundation for
dramatic love triangle, with two the Performing Enslaved Nubian princess Aida and Egyptian soldier
princesses that fall in love with the Arts Center and Ramades are “star-crossed lovers” of a different kind
KCBX
90.1 in the rock musical “Aida,” which comes to the
same soldier. Aida is an enslaved
PM.
Performing Arts Center today at 8 p.m.
Nubian princess who fights for the
“We
deal
love of Ramades, a soldier fighting
non-students. Student rush prices
against Aida’s homeland. Amneris, with different booking companies will not be available for this event.
an Egyptian princess, is also in the that tour these Broadway shows,”
Before the event, Alyson Lamore,
mix, and the plot turns into a Wilt said.“ It was available to us this music department faculty member
particular season and we heard
tumultuous story o f love,
and specialist in music of the
backstabbing, loyalty and
Classic Period, will be
bravery.
giving a pre-show lec
Time Magazine calls it
ture on the music in
“a big, bright show with
(*Ai(|a’) is a contemporary “Aida.” It will take place
luscious
Elton
John
in the Gallery Lobby at
musidd take on the grand 7 p.m.
melodies.”
Elton John himself said,
She describes the
classical tale o f love ^
“‘Aida’ is not opera. It’s
show as a “contempo
truly a pop musical with
rary musical take on the
betw een a soldier and an
urban-based rhythm and
grand classical tale of
blues,
gospel-inspired
enslaved princess ...
love between a soldier
song, ballads and, o f
and an enslaved princess
— Alyson Lamore
course, ‘Crocodile R ock’
— a love that condemns
M u s ic d e p a r t m e n t f a c u lty m e m b e r
songs.”
them to death, but ulti
The contemporary production
mately transcends the vast cultural
features a diverse cast with flam nothing but really good reports differences between two warring
boyant costumes and an intricate from other people.”
nations, heralding an unprecedent
Tickets range from $44 to $54
set. The music extends beyond all
ed time of peace and prosperity.”
for students and $56 to $68 for

The Elton John/Tim Rice
coUaheration incorporates jazz,
rhythm and blues, and even the
‘Crocodile Rock’ into its crowd
pleasing score.

COURTESY PHOTO

King Leonidas (Gerard Butler) leads the Spartan warriors into battle
against the Persian army in the epic blood fest “Frank Miller’s 300.”

D azzling ‘300’ larger than life
Josh Christensen
T

he
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If you have a stomach for brazen
sex and violence — and this movie
will put many to the test — then
“300” is a visual feast more satisfy
ing to the warmonger inside of
you than anything before or after it
for many years.
Never has a movie utilized so
much of the screen. Every inch of
every frame is such a stunning mas
terpiece that we can safely give
cinematographer Larry Fong next
year’s Oscar right now, without
question. It’s that impressive.
The Spartans are huge —
absurdly huge. These burly
goliaths, clad in Speedos and red
capes,
put
Gov.
Arnold
Schwarzenegger, even in his prime,
to miserable shame. Each of the
300 men have a six pack that could
grind a tank to dust — that’s 1,8(X)
packs of skull-crushing abs. The
Persians just don’t stand a chance.
Hundreds of thousands are slaugh
tered on the tips of Spartan spears
before a single Greco he-man dies.
Half a dozen slow-motion ram
pages of blood-spraying carnage
help the movie play out like a
graceful ballet of gruesome maim
ing and horrible death. After the
first few waves o f Persian soldiers,
the Spaitans busy themselves by

making a wall of corpses 20 feet
tall, and the unlucky enemies keep
on coming.
'y'
: But there’s no reason to pity
-these lemming hordes: As in all
good action flicks where untold
scores of baddies must give up the
Persians’ ghosts to progress the
plot, their faces are covered with
long scarves, scary masks or full
helmets.
The story is as simple as it gets:
The bad guys are coming, and
we’re going to stop them, no mat
ter the odds. There is a historical
basis for the story: The Persian king
Xerxes’ failed campaign to conquer
Greece, and the Greek play “The
Persians,” by Aeschylus, about the
cause of that defeat.
But Frank Miller’s “3(X)” stands
alone. Many characters are entirely
fictional, and even the real ones
take on comic-book proportions,
from a Spartan traitor who looks
like Quasimodo on steroids to a
godlike Xerxes, who towers several
feet over the tallest Spartan.
The Greek template for the
story was political for its time,
exemplifying a pivotal Greek vic
tory as a showpiece for the conse
quences of hubris. The film “3(X)”
is no different, lacing every line of
the movie’s dialogue with political
see ‘300’, page 8
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Oimixs DiningCusloy SeivicesGoing
Sara Wright
Cal Poly Corporation
Cam pus Dining custodial
services are beginning to use
G reen Seal products in an
effort to clean in a m ore
environmentally friendly way.
Clean by H 2 0 Peroxy has
undergone testing at VG
Cafe, Backstage Pizza, and
V ista G ran d e R estau ran t
since February 7.
The product, manufactured
by S p a r t a n C h e m i c a l
Com pany, In c., has been
Green Seal certified in having
met environmental starxJards.
It has a flammability rating of
zero and a reactivity rating of
one. it is an ail purpose
Hydrogen Peroxide based
cleaner, a unique blend of
modem day surficants and
Hydrogen Peroxide. It can

The Green Seal, symbol o f
environmental certification.
be used to clean floors, walls,
carp ets, glass, windows,
mirrors, restrooms, kitchens,
tile and grout.
Packages and spray bottles
are labeled in both English and
Spanish.
A special dispensing system
has been installed for use of
Clean by H 2 0 Peroxy. Also,
custodial staff has received inservice training to becom e
familiar with the new product.
Testing of the G reen Seal
product will continue for three
m o n th s at th e s e l e c t e d
-------- oaid advertisement------------

restaurants before use will
extend to other C al Poly
eateries.
G reen Seal is a nonprofit
o rg an iza tio n that sets
science-based environmental
certification standards for U.S.
products. It also advises
com panies in purchasing,
operations, arxJ management.
It issued its first standards
in 1991 after being founded
in 1 9 8 9 . P ro d u c t s and
services from companies like
3M and Benjamin Moore have
been G reen Seal certified.
Campus Market will test a
product called Alpha HP by
SC Johnson Chemical CO. It
is also a Green Seal Certified
product th a tc o m e s in a
recyclable container, meets
all the envlromental standards
and is purchaseed through a
local vendor.
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‘300’
continued from page 7

bias a la the current Iraq war.
When not extolling the supreme
value of freedom every chance they
get. director Zack Snyders charac
ters like reminding themselves of the
cost of freedom with the repeated
line “freedom isn’t free.” And paral
lels with the Marine invasion of Iraq
are palpable when the Persian cam
paign of terror arrives at the Spartan
doorsteps and the Spartan King
Leonidas (Gerard Butler) decides to
lead an elite troop of hoplites to
defend their country’s freedom.
But his fellow leaders disapprove
of his brash actions. Sound familiar?
There is even a climactic plea by the
Spartan queen before an assembly of
senators, begging them to send more
troops.
Despite the unnecessary politics,
the movie doesn’t suffer because it
remains true to its ultimate goal of
providing its audience with an end
less stream of kickass fight scenes and
compulsory nudky.
Unlike “Gladiator,” in which the
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plot drives the violence, the violence
in “300” clearly drives the plot, and
audiences seeking a serious look at
war, or Greek history for that mat
ter, should simply look elsewhere.
The movie is really just about vio
lence for the sake of violence, and
nudity for the sake of nudity. If that’s
what you’re after, then you can sit
back and gorge on this visceral mas
terpiece.
No one involved in the movie has
a very exciting resume. Snyder’s only
significant claim to fame was the
absurd romp in zombie land that was
2()04’s “Dawn of the Dead,” and his
cowriter Kurt Johnstad has nothing
but forgotten independent films
under his belt. Fong’s only experi
ence has been in television shows.
But they came together to breathe
amazing life into Miller’s comic.
The “3(M)” comic book, which
this powerhouse is based on, never
received much acclaim, but it’s going
to leave a dent in box-office sales
like few before it, and movie stills are
going to litter laptop wallpapers
across chemistry classes for years to
come.

Sunbathe in style over spring break
Nicole Brown
S a c jeu r u sh

(U. N evaoa - R e n o )

Hit the beach looking hot. ('heck
out ways to dress for all body types
and make sure to get your bathing
suits soon before sizes and styles
diminish.
Foxy Females
1. No curves? No problem. Try
the Rampage Mixed-Frint Triangle
Halter & Side-Tie Hipster Bottom
for $42 per piece, available at Macy’s.
This bathing suit’s built-in cups will
give the appearance of an increased
cup size but the change is subtle
enough to not be noticed by the
guys. Plus, with flirty ties and faux
belt on the bottom, there’s nothing
keeping you finm being the center
of attention. Available sizes are extra
small through large.
2. Big bust? No worries. Try the
GUESS? Collection Gilt-y Chaintrim Halter Top & Belted Scoop
Bottom, available at Macy’s in black
and gold sequins for $62 for the hal
ter and $52 for the bottom. Get

some diva flavor brewing with this without making a guy look scrawny.
sexy number. The best feature about Available sizes are 30, 32 through 34,
this suit is the faux belt, making small 36,38 and 40.
hips look wider. Plus, the top is built
2. Short and skinny? Forget fash
for women with a heftier chest. ion fumbles. Try the Speedo
Available sizes are extra small, small Shoreline Square Leg Swim Trunk
and large.
available in black, blue and red for
3.
Large hips? No stress. Try the$29.99. If you’re short, you don’t
BCBG Crocheted Cutout One- want to get board shorts because you
Piece available at Macy’s for $138. will look drowned when they’re sop
This one-piece takes sexy to a new ping wet. Also, you want more leg to
level with the illusion of a bikini show to give the appearance of
with an open back, lighly covered height.This style is available m smallsides and fixint.The crochet pattern is to-extra-large sizes.
slimming and the piece is designed
3. Tall and wide? Forget being
to showcase voluptuous hips. ffazzled.Try the Caribbean Joe brand
Available sizes are small through Swim Trunks
for
$45
at
large.
casualmale.com. These black drinkMasculine males
and-leaves patterned trunks are a
1.
Tall and lanky? Forget anxiety.classier version of the “fiin trunk.”
Try the Quicksilver Manic Solid Instead of looking like the goofball
Board short available in black, gray, with Mickey Mouse on your butt,
blue and red for $36 at Macy’s. try these attractive shorts. Plus, the
Gentlemen, it is time to ditch those trunks come with trendy cargo
Disney print swim trunks and con pockets. And the suit is built specifi
sider a sophisticated chic piece. The cally for tall and wide men. Available
long board short is attractive because sizes are 3Xtall, 4Xtall and 2XL
it compliments tall and thin bodies through 6XL.
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NEED CASH? W E PAY MORE!
TEXTBOOK BUYBACK
March 15 - 29.2007 • 3 locations!
In front of El Corral Bookstoro

Doxtor Lawn Toni

March 15 - 16 • 8:00am - 4:00pm
March 17 • 8:30am - 4:00pm
March 19 - 23 • 7:45am - 6:00pm
March 26 - 29 • 9:00am - 4:00pm

March 19 - 23 • 8:30am - 4:30pm

10% BONUS
'Sec store for details

m . Blsliop BoaO Privo Tiirongh

)

March 19 - 23 • 9:00am - 5:00pm

Deposit your buyback cash into
Campus Express & receive an extra 10%
Cal Poly ID Required for Buyback

E l Corral
Bookstore
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publishing a daily newspaper fo r the Cal
Poly campus and the neighboring com 
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and are thankful fo r your careful reading.
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The freedom to eat good pie
appy Pi Day everyone! who may be forced to pass the
Yes, that’s right, it’s 3/14, increase along to the consumer.
a day where mathemati
For instance. The OC Register
cians, scientists, engineers, nerds, and reported that Chris Simms, owner
all lovers of Pi celebrate one of the of Lazy Dog Cafe, a Huntington
world’s favorite irrational numbers. Beach chain, saw that trans-fat free
One easy way to celebrate Pi Day is oil costs 5 to 25 percent more than
to eat foods with “pi” in it, like pie oil containing trans-fats. Russ
(lemon meringue or strawberry- Bendel, Mimi’s Cafe CEO, recently
rhubarb are good choices) or pizza adopted trans-fat-free oil that costs
pies.
20 percent more than his previous
It may surprise you to know that oil and had to raise food prices to
this holiday and others like it are accommodate the change.
under attack by several Democrats
In an effort to make us healthier,
in our state Assembly. It’s true, certain Democrats in California
though. Just recently, a bill— have decided to restrict the individ
authored by Assemblyman Tony ual liberties of all Californians.
Mendoza (D) and supported by Perhaps these Democrats in our
other Democrats—that would ban state Assembly should fine people
trans-fats statewide has passed who don’t go to the gym often
through the California health com enough, put a limit on how many
mittee and will soon be up for a times you eat fast food in a week, or
vote.
In an effort to
promote the healthi
ness
of
all
Unfortunately, not only
Californians, certain
Democrats would
would this bill destroy the
destroy one of my
favorite foods: pie.
taste o f pie, but it would
This is because the
actually raise the price o f it
good tasting pie
crust contain trans
fat and taste dramati'
tally better than the
trans-fat-free
pie
crust alternatives.
have mandatory spinach eating
Unfortunately, not only would days. O f course, most nutrition
this bill destroy the taste of pie, but experts will tell you it’s not the
it would actually raise the price of trans-fats in our diet that makes
it. Trans-fats exist not only in pie Americans overweight; rather, it’s
crusts, but in many cookiitg oils eating too many calories and get
used across the countrv- and switch ting
little exercise that causes
ing to different oils is often expen obesity.
sive. A trans-fat ban would particu
Instead of acknowledging that
larly hurt small restaurant owners. living a healthy lifestyle is up to the

H

LETTERS
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corrections

Editor In chief: Emily Rancer
Manasins editor: Jennifer Hall

Ig n o ra n c e n o t a n ex cu se
to d is c rim in a te
Intolerance and ignorance are
problems that slant violence in the
Middle East to present anyone
non-jewish, (including the 20 per
cent of Palestine that is Christian)
as a bloodthirsty barbarian.
Unfortunately, there are members
in this community, such as Sam
Goodly, who use statistics to mis
lead people rather than understand
societal development in a historical
context. Feudalism was one of the
most violent periods in history:
Europeans killing each other over
land! Sound familiar? The United
States was formed after millions of
British, American, Confederate,
Union, Native-American, and
African-American casualties.
History shows us that the develop
ment of a region is not bloodless,
and that leaders will gather support
W W W .

with everything from spiritual to
monetary incentives. Regions of
Africa and the Middle East are
emerging from colonialism, fac
ing the obstacles of post-occupa
tion.
Believe it or not, there are
Israelis who condemn the murder
of Palestinian civilians and dis
placement fixjm their homes.
FACT; The Israeli Committee
Against House Demolition aides
in the reconstruction o f demol
ished Palestinian homes on Israeli
occupied land.
The events that have been
organized by clubs advocating
Arab equality address the repre
hensible actions of the Israeli and
American governments. FACT:
Palestine is illegally occupied by
Israel in breach o f Article 49 of
the Fourth Geneva Convention.
FACT: American cluster bombs
were used by Israel in the assault
of Beirut this past July. The citi
zenry of Israel and America
become accomplices to their gov
ernments when they fail to rec
ognize these facts.
Ian Muir
Materials en)¡ineerinj¡ junior

rn L J S ta riQ c la i l y . c o m

individual, not up to the
state, these Democrats are
trying to legislate an
answer to a problem that
can’t be solved through
legislation. This attitude
isn’t uncommon for a
party that believes that the
state knows what’s best for
the individual. There defi
antly is a health problem
in America, but it’s up to
the individual to decide
what to eat, when to exer
cise, or when to get gastric
bypass surgery. With the
free markets that we have,
people have a choice
about choosing products
r i a n E lle r
that contain trans-fats or
choosing products that
don’t.
If consumers
demand a healthier
_
product, they will do so answers to solutions, government
through their pocket books, should give more freedoms for peo
and companies will meet this ple to find their own solutions.
This issue applies not only to
demand.
In fact, without legislating trans-fats but to a wider variety of
any ban on trans-fats, compa issues. Instead of forcing people
nies
like
McDonald’s, into Social Security, people should
Kentucky Fried Chicken, and be allowed to choose their own
Wendy’s have taken steps to retirement and investment strate
eliminate trans-fats tfom their gies. Instead of forcing people to
— foods. While demand ftom help the homeless through wasteful,
consumers has prompted this ineffective government welfare pro
change. 1 don’t think you will grams, people should choose to
find many nutritionists who will be help the homeless through private
advocating a french fry, fried chick charities and volunteering, which
en and milkshake diet, anytime are much more effective. The
answers to today’s problems ulti
soon.
People in America have a funda mately rest with the individual, not
mental right to choose what they the government.
eat. It may be that trans-fats clog
Brian Hller is a materials en\;iticennii
the arteries, but those are your
jtmior
and Mustanj^ Daily ¡uditical
arteries and my arteries, not the
giwernment’s. Instead of legislating columnist.

ay

tion of Dick Cheney ssould be a
good thing. (I really think condon
ing the as.sa.ssinarion of someone is
In regards to Zach Austin’s col
way more hateful than calling
umn on Monday, March 12 ,1
would like to point out the numer someone a name.)
Where is the outrage over that
ous inaccuracies. Since Austin and I
comment, Austin? Why haven’t the
have had a long in-class discussion
about CPAC, an event I attended. I Democrats been denouncing a call
am disappointed that Austin would to a.ssassinate the vice president?
misrepresent what happened. But. I Using your rea.soning Austin, I have
want to be clear that I do not con deduced that Liberals are a hypo
critical, hateful and pro-a.s.sa.ssinadone what Ann Coulter said.
tion group. I guess that last part
First, there were no standing
would make Liberals terrorists too.
ovations (I was in the room when
O f course, I don’t believe this,
she made her remarks); even when
but
I wanted to point out the
she finished her speech no one
weakness of your argument. Now,
stood up. (Feel free to Itxik it up
let’s see, what do Conservatives
on YouTube, the video is from the
have to say about Coulter’s
end of her speech.)
remarks. Michelle M.ilkin, an influ
Secondly, since when do the
ential Conservative said, “There are
actions of one person reflect a
enough spewers of mindless filth,
group as a whole? If we start
vulgarity, and hatred” in American
believing that shouldn’t I assume
life, “We don’t expect ... that
that all people who worry about
garbage
at the nation’s pre-eminent
global warming are hypocrites like
Conservative gathering.” Time and
Al Ciore (He uses 20 times the
average energy resources of people time again Conservative leaders
have denounced what Coulter had
in his town, that sure is a way to
help reduce his carbon footprint). I to say. Coulter is the shock jock of
am sure Austin must then be proud the r i^ t, and is not meant to be
taken seriously.
of everything Bill Maher says too.
Hans Poschman
The same day Coulter made her
Political science senior
remark, he said that the a.ssas.sina-

A ustin m isre p re se n te d
Coulter*s sp eech

Got somethinsi to say?
S e n d a le t t e r to t h e e d it o r !
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Poty meiis gplf team finishes 8th at tourney
S I' O RIS I N I D R M A I I O N RKI'ORI

SAN DIEGO — FolUiwing
back-to-back 299s Monday, the
C'al Poly men’s golf team carded a
2H8 Tuesday and climbed four
positions to eighth place following
the final round of play in the USF

Frankly
continued from page 12
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Long Beach State senior point guard Aaron Nixon (left), the Big
West Conference Player of the Year, leads the 49ers into their
NCAA Tournament first-round game against Tennessee on Friday.

LBSU
continued from page 12

defense but are patient on offense,”
LBSU head coach Larry Kevnolds
said. “They are one of the top
pressing teams in the country. Most
of the teams out West don’t (press),
so we haven’t faced a team like
this.”
Reynolds said that his team will
be working on how to attack
Tennessee’s press defense in prac
tice this week.
Overall, though, the team is
excited about the matchup with
the Volunteers.
“We are not just happy to go to
the NCAA Tournament,” Aaron
Nixon said. “We want to go out
there and win.”
For Nixon, it will be a home
coming of sorts, because he grew

up about two hours north in
Cleveland and played his first year
of junior college ball in Columbus.
“ I think I have had about 100
ticket requests," Nixon said with a
little laugh. ‘Tve never had so
many text messages in my life. I
had to turn otT my phone.”
Forward Travon Free said he
hopes going to Nixon s home state
will bring the team luck.
“Hopefully Aaron will go for 50
(points),” Free said.
The team hasn’t watched tape
yet on Tennessee, but Byrd, who is
a huge college basketball fan, said
he watched them play five or six
times this season.
“They are a very good team,”
Byrd said. “ I watched them beat
Florida and almost beat C^hio
State. They like to run like us, so it
should be a good game.”

Mustangs won
the
National
Invitation Tournament, routing the
likes of Iowa, C'onnecticut, Iowa
State, Eastern Illinois and C'harlotte.
At 18-6, C'al Poly seems poised to
finally find that elusive NC]AA
Tournament bid and might not have
to sweat it out this year. As Big West
pl.ay nears, C]al Poly has its eyes set tin
a conference championship. The
Mustangs were picked second in the
preseason coaches poll behind C!al
State Fullerton, but C'al Poly has
played just as well up to this point as
its rivals in Southern C'alifornia.

Darkhorses
continued from page 12

the Year candidate Kevin Durant, the
Longhorns are back in the postseason
picture after winning eight of their
last 10.
The Longhorns lost nine games
this year and seven of those were to
tournament teams. They may be
young, starting four freshmen, but so
was a C.armelo Anthony-led squad in
2(K)3 — that Syracuse team started
two freshmen, two sophomores and a
senior and, oh yeah, won a national
championship. The Longhorns might
not be title-game-bound, but they
could knock off North C'arolina in a
potential Sweet 16 matchup. For the
record, I included the ‘Horns in my
Final Four.
2. Winthrop — Played North
C'arolina aqd Wisconsin close — on
the mad — early in the season. Have
won 18 straight since being shel
lacked by Texas AAM, 71-51 on Jan.
2. The Eagles see most of their offen
sive pmduction fmm Michael Jenkins
and Torrell Martin, a pair of efficient
guaais who are as potent as any backcourt in the nation. The pair com
bines for nearly 30 points per game.

Triumph at Pauma Valley.
St. M ary’s won the 16-team
tournament with a one-over-par
853 total after carding a blistering
four-under-par 280 Tuesday at
Pauma Valley Country C!lub, 10
strokes ahead of runner-up Notre
Dame. Wisconsin was another

three strokes back in third place.
C'al Poly’s top finisher on the
par-71, 7,077-yard layout was
freshman (»eoff (ionzalez with a
final-round 70 for a 54-hole threeover-par 216 total and a tie for
eighth place, (ionzalez carded
rounds of 71 and 75 on Monday.

Led bv do-it-all center fielder Lisa
Modglin and a "Fab Four” pitching
staff of Ktibvn Kontra, Llelen Peña,
jenna Maiden and Emily Hively, C'al
Ptily is cli.ising its first Big West title
in program history.
In case ytni haven’t heard enough
about Moilglin after reading today’s
cover story, the senior leadotf hitter is
absolutely crushing the ball. Think
Barry Bonds on a softball field with
out the steroids and standing 5-feet4 and you’\e got Modglin. She leads
the team with 11 home runs (one
eveiA' 7.45 at-bats, a statistic that
would beat the best home run hitters
in Major League B.iseball), 31 runs,
28 RBI, an off-the-charts slugging
percentage of 1.024-percent, six

stolen bases and a .599 tni-base-percentage. Oh yeah, she’s hitting .500
24 games into the season. Basically,
she’s better than Superman. Modglin
doesn’t crumble to kryptonite.
.As for pitching, Kontra, Peña,
Maiden and Hively have combined
for an anemic 2.04 ERA.
The Mustangs are long overdue
for an NCIAA Tournament invita
tion. Win the Big West and there’s
nothing to W'orry about — now it
they could only get some respect in
the polls.
A date with No. 12 UCTA is
looming. The Bruins will tnivel to
San Luis C'fbispo on March 25 in
what could be an eye-opening series
for voters across the nation.

The backcourt acctiunts for 65 per
cent of the team’s scoring. The Eagles
also have a capable post game with 6foot-10 Craig Bradshaw posting 13.3
ppg and 6.3 rpg.
The Eagles have a tough draw, first
taking on Notre Dame fmm the Big
East and an anticipated game with
No. 3 seeded Oregon in the second
mund. A win against the Irish seems
feasible, but Oregon is a hot team,
fresh off a Pac-10Tourn.unent title. If
the Eagles can keep Oregon’s bevy of
talented periirteter players under con
trol, Winthmp could survive to the
Sweet 16.
3. Old Dominion — Is not the
best the C'olonial Athletic Association
has to offer, but the Monarc hs are an
intriguing team. Vaklas Vasylius, a 6fpot-7 forward from Lithuania, is
averaging 15.8 points per game and
6.2 boards per game. I )rew
Williamson is a capable point guard
whose assist-to-turnover ratio is bet
ter than a number of notable bigtime point guards, like UCTA’s
Darren Collison (2.70-2.03).
The Monanhs’ marquee win of
the season was a 75-62 trouncing of
then-No. 8 Cieoi^town. That was a
different Hoyas squad, but the win

e,iriied Old Dominion some respect.
Butler might have been the rolemodel for mid-major schools after
the preseason NIT, but they’re in for
quite a game with one of the more
underrated mid-majors.
4. Duke/VCU — Before cham
pionship week began, I penciled in
Duke as a potential sleeper while
VCU sat on the bubble for my list. It
was either Duke or VCU and I chose
the Dukies because they’re a bigname team getting little respect —
and maybe rightfully so. As luck
would have it, the pair is squaring oft
m the first round.
It seems odd to consider the Blue
Devils as a sleeper pick to make the
Final Four, but don’t skip out on the
I )ukies even if it’s been a down year.
Just as anyone would be, I’m wary of
the Blue Devils’ three-game losing
streak heading into the NC'AAs, but
the trio of Greg Paulus, Josh
.McRoberts and DeMaa'us Nelson
has the ability to take the Dukies at
le.ist to the Sweet 16... that is, if they
can survive VC'U.
The Rams have a formulable trio
of guards in B. A. Walker, Eric Mayimr
and Jesse Bellot-Rosa. Mayiuir
absolutely tirok over the final minutes
of the Colonial Athletic AsssK'iation
title game against (»eorge Mason and
averages 6.3 assists per game.
.M,i\ nor’s 3.01 .issist-to-turnover ratio
IS as gsMxl .IS any big-name point
guani in the nation. The Rams’abili
ty to take the ball to the b.isket could
prove troublesome for Duke. I’ve got
VC'U in an upset on my bracket.
5. Arizona — There’s lots of tal
ent on this squ.ul and. even though
the Wildcats couldn’t find a rhythm
during Bac-1(I pl.iy, Florida should be
wary of a potential second-round
matchup with the ‘Cats. Arizona was
ranked No. 10 to start the season and.
ft)llowing a season-opening loss to
Virginia, looked to be a serious threat
with 12 straight wins.
Finishing above-..5(X) is notewor
thy in quite possibly the toughest
conference in America. Arizona isn’t
terribly tough on the inside, but it can
run the ball up and down the court.
If the ‘Cats get rolling from the
perimeter, they could put a scare into
defending
national
champion
Florida.
Remember, Arizona gave No. 1seeded Villanova a run in the second
round of last year’s tourney and 2007
could be the same.

NOW HIRING
Sports Authority is a premier, full-line sporting goods retail chain with
over 400 stores nationwide and we are opening a new store in

San Luis Obispo!!
We Are Looking for the Following Positions:
Management & Lead Associates • F/PT Sales Associates • R/PT Cashiers
R/PT Merchandise Processing • Fitness Specialist • Nike Brand Coordinator

On-site Interviews being held at Embassy Suites
333 Madonna Rd., San Luis Obispo, CA 93405
March 12th-23rd, 9AM-4PM, Monday-Friday
Apply online today at

www.sportsauthority.com/corp

V

We Offer:
Generous Associate Discounts • Opportunities for Career Growth • Flexible Hours
Full Time Employees Enjoy a Comprehensive Benefit Package Including 401k
EOl dni94rw wortipiM«. MimIfet 181»ifplli:

m
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Oossword

ACROSS

34 Plays chords
perhaps
37 Hunt down
38 Early sixth7 Basis tor the
century year
musical "Rent
40 Certain navel
15 Jocke'.
41
Spleen venting
Shoemaker
43 Cnme lab ]0b
If) Manta ray
45
'Dern tootin'''
17 Rusher s erv
46 Not quite catch
18 Previews
tire
19 Cousin ot a
48 Town near Caer
raccoon
50 Flagship fig
20 TV forensic
51 Donkey Kong
drama
tor one
21 Young
34 Cry from a crib
muchacho
56 One who may
22 Ambulance
bug you
letters
58 Rock climber s
23 Bubble contents
tool
60 Wicked acts
25 Wattle brand
27 How tuna salad 62 Spray alternative
may be served 63 Indian beverage
64 It's basic
29 Bio word
65 Got mushy
32 One-wheeleo
vehicles
66 Predicaments
1 Base runner's
stats
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DOWN
1 Time and time
again"?
2 Handmade sign
in a stadium
3 Greece to
modern Greeks ?T“
■'"3 c—
4 Snowing no
growth
5 Brownish oranp«6 ‘Told ya'"
7 D-Day craft
8 High homes
9 Cote sound
10 Taking too much
|4o
11 Sun Prefix
12 Tied up
bb
13 Surrealist Joan
OÎ
14 W ays around
Chi-town
¿i*
20 Jam in elbow to
6?
elbow
24 “A m __ believe Pwtatl« by Br«nd«i Emmatt Quigtay
...r

47 Rapper who

26 Sporty cars
co-starred in
"The Italian Job"
27 Preyer on seals
48 1978
28 “Like me"
co-Nobelist
29 Bananas
49 ■
the breaks'^
30 Throw oft
:>i
Two-dimensional
31 Com pass dir.
world 2
Cracker topper 52 English Channel
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Cleveland hands
Sacramento third
straight loss
The Cavaliers scored "73 poirus in
the second half despite playing
w ithout LeBron Janies.

FT

)oe Milicia

44

ASMH IM 1 I) I’KIS-.

Iiiesdas night.
|.lines was a late scratch from th ■
Imenp because of h.ick spasms .The
C'.ualiers are 3-0 this season with
out then siiperstai and 0-2 without
him since he joined the team m
2003-04.

br

4¿
-J

53 Bandleader

S kin n a y__
54 Impudent
55 N C A.A part
Abbr
57 Jr 's exam
59 Sorts

62 Zodiac
creature
DIAGONAL

1 -ace imaginary
enemies
7

60 Gaping mouth
61 W W II inits

1972 Bill
Withers #1 hit

37 Bettor s buy

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656 $1 20 a minute, or, with a
credit card 1-800-814-5554
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years 1-888-7-ACROSS
subscriptions Today’s puzzle and more than 2,000
past puzzles, nytimes com/crosswords ($34 95 a year)
snare tips nytimes com/puzzleforum Crosswords (or young
solvers nytimes com/iearning/xwords

CLLVELANI) — Apparciulv
“We always get scared a little hit
f'car is what makes the Cleveland when he's out. so we try to step up
'•Cavaliers play so well without and gel a win," I'avlovic said
LeMron lames.
James telt something in his b.ick
Sasha Pavhnie scored a career- Mond.iy night and then again after
high 2.S points and Larrv Hughes the Chavs’ shootaroimd Tuesday. He
added 25 to lead (develand to a sea traveled with the team Tuesday
son-high sixth straight victory, 124- night to Memphis .md was to be re
100 over the Sacramento Kings on evaluated before Wednesday night's
liame. He was listed as questionable.
The All-Star forward didn’t s.iy
su
|d
o
|k
u
nucb
to reporters after the game.
TOOAV’« aOCUTIONO
As James left the locker room, he
was asked Imw he felt.
1 7 2 3 5 9 8 4 6
“I'm movin’ aren’t I?” he said.
8 9 5 6 2 4 3 7 1
“He wanted to play,” Gavahers
coach
Mike Brown said. “ He w.is
6 3 4 7 8 1 9 5 2
going to play w itli tlie spasms, but I
9 2 7 4 3 5 1 6 8
told him I thought it would he best
5 8 3 1 7 6 4 2 9
for the team and best for the iiing
4 6 1 2 9 8 7 3 5
run to sit this one out.”
James has led the (\iv.iliers
2 4 8 9 6 3 5 1 7
recent
surge, averaging an NBA3 5 6 8 1 7 2 9 4
hest 33.3 points on 53 percent
7 1 9 5 4 2 6 8 3
shooting since feb. 15.

CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

S TU D E N T N EIG H B O R H O O D
A SS IS TA N C E PRO GRAM
(S N AP) W O R K ER
Tem porary. Part Tim e Position
Open Until Filled
$11.40 - $12.80/Hr. W O R K
S C H E D U LE: 8 :3 0 p.m . - 2 :3 0 a.m .
T h u rs.. Ffi., & Sat. SN AP sta ff act
a s first resp o n d ers to general
noise com plaints throughout the
City and re so lve s the incident.
EM P LO YM EN T STAN D ARD S:
M U S T BE: enrolled at Cal Poly or
C u e sta and carryin g a c la ss load
o f 9 units or m ore; have an overall
GPA o f 2.0 at the tim e of
application; be at least 18 ye a rs
old; fre e o f m isdem eanor o r felony
convictio ns (M isd em eano r
citations m ay be excepted on a
case-by-case basis): able to
com m unicate in an en forcem en t
setting, understand oral and
w ritten instructions and p o s s e s s a
valid CA cla ss “C" d rive r’s license.
Apply at w w w .slocity.org
C ity of San Luis O bispo.
990 Palm Street.
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
(805) 781-7250

DELL CAMPUS REPS NEEDED
P rom ite a top 30 com pany to
gain real-world b u s in e ss &
m arketing exp e rie nce
w w w .R epN ation.com /D ell to apply.

LIFEG AURD - AVILA BEACH
Port San Luis Harbo'" D istrict is
se eking high school grads with
current First Aid & CPR /Title 22
able to sw im 50 m eters in 10 min.
or less, for part-tim e/tem p
positions. For m ore info &
for applications Visit
w w w .po rtsanluis.com or
2950 Avila Beach Dr.. Avila Beach ■
D eadline 4/12/07.
FUN - SUM M ER CAM P JO B S
w w w .daycam pjobs.com /slo

Research Candidates
C oastal M edical R e sea rch G roup.
Inc. is cond ucting a clinical
resea rch trial for p articip ants with
C an did iasis. Are you 18 ye a rs
o f age o r older? Do you have
vaginal itching, burning o r
irritation? You m ay qualify to
participate in th is research study.
Q ualified p articipants will receive
stu d y related m edical exam s,
investigational m edication and
reim b ursem ent for tim e and travel.
Call for m ore inform ation:
C oastal M edical R e sea rch G roup.
Inc. 805-549-7570
ASI G raphic D esiger Job W ork
flexible h o u rs and build your
portfolio. V iew full job description
at http://w w w .asi.calpoly.edu/hr/
Position c lo se s Friday M arch 23.
2 (X)7 at 5 p.m . Apply at
ASI B u sin e ss O ffice or by em ail to
hr@ asi.calp oly.edu
L.A. Area S um m er C am ps
w w w .daycam pjobs.com /slo
Fashion Models Needed $20/hr.

for clothing m anufacturer
em ail photos, height, and w eight
to G regg at: photos@ cob arr.com
Ve terin a ry Technician Prev. exp.
helpful, D uties include a ssistin g
D octors, prep surgical patients,
adm inister m edications. P lease fax
resum e to 805-772-3396 or e-mail
to c o a stve t@ sb cglo b a l.n et

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

HOMES FOR SALE

Research Candidates
CM R G is actively looking for
R esearch C andid ates to
participate in a clinical trial. If you
are 18 ye a rs or older, diagnosed
with a Sinusitis Infection and have
had sym p tom s longer than 7 days
and le ss than 28 days with two
of the follow ing: Facial Pain.
Purulent Nasal D ischarge. Frontal
H ea da ches, M axillary D ental Pain,
o r Fever, you m ay qualify for this
clinical research study. P le a se call
C oa stal M edical R esearch G roup
at 805-549-7570
fo r m ore inform ation.
Tim e and travel m ay be
reim b ursed for qualified p atients.

SW IM IN S TR U C TO R
M ust be G reat with children, fun
and com m itted to teach at the
5 C ities Swim Club Arroyo G rande
(8 05) 481-6399

Investm ent opportunities
*4 br 3 full ba 2,000 s f 2 story
m in utes to Poly $709K
* 3 BR 2 BA Condo
Pergo floors. Updated Kitchen
& B aths, View, Deck. Pool &
C overed Parking. $429.(XXD
*2BR IB A condo w/ fenced yard
near park, anim als O K $335K
*Free Lists of all For Sale P P TY
Adobe Realty (8 05) 543-2693
Toll Free; 1 (8 0 0 ) 827-1434

Veterinary R eceptionist
Prev. exp . pref. full/part-tim e avail.
D uties inc. typing, filing, heavy
p hon es, fill p rescrip tions, a ss is t
d o cto rs a s nec. P lease fax resum e
to 805-772-3396 or em ail
co a stve t@ sb cglo b a l.n et
Bartender Trainees Needed

Earn $100-$200/shift.
International B artender School will
be back in Slo one w eek only.
Day/ Eve. c la s s e s Job placem ent.
1-800-859-4109
www.bartendusa.la

ANNOUNCEMENTS
SKYDIVE TAFT
100% AD R EN ALIN E R U SH Tandem
& AFF Excellent S afety Record
Student Discount
www.skydivetaft .com
(6 6 1 ) 765-5867
W ant to get the w ord out about
your club, fraternity, o r sorority?
classlfledsOmustangdaily.net

RENTAL HOUSING
Four nice fem ale stu d e n ts seeking
3 - 4 bedroom ap artm ent or
hou se near cam pus. Please
contact Jackie at (4 08) 821-6253
College G arden Apts.
N ow R enting for 2007-2008
W alk (m in) to Cal Poly
Nice. Clean. Well Maint.
Lrg 1 & 2 Bedroom Apts.
Includes: Cable & Internet
Ldry Fac, G arages Avail..
slorentals.co m or 544-3952
Room Available for W inter/Spring

W inter/Spring Positions Available
Earn up to $150 per day
Exp not Required
U nd ercover sho p p ers needed
To Judge Retail and
D ining Estab lishm ents.
Call 800-722 4791

M a ster Bdrm with 2 walk-in
clo se ts. BR. shower. W /D included.
Chill room m ates, very clean. Stay
for su m m er possible $800 OBO
Please call: (949) 510-1886

Envision W orld Peace.
Educate yourself. Take action
R aisetheR esp ect@ gm ail.com

Free List of all H o u se s and
C ondos for sale in SLO
N elson Real Esta te
(8 05) 546-1990 o r em ail
s te ve @ slo h o m e s com

W ant to place an ad? 756-1143

HOMES FOR SALE

FOR SALE
W ATER B ED - Cal, king fram e,
heater, m irrored headboard with
sh e lve s, nice unit. $1CX).00.
Call: 5pm -8pm (8 0 5 ) 474-9371

LOST AND FOUND
FOU N D ring in Bldg 26 on Feb 15
P lease call (4 08) 821-6253
FO U N D : black cowgirl sw ea tshirt
and food m arketing book in
parking lot. Call: (6 61) 496-4619
LO S T tear-drop Aquam arine gem
P lease call (619) 246-4769
LO S T brown, leather trifold wallet
in b u sin e ss bldg. (831) 325-1562
REW ARD: Lost Tl 89 Calculator
Call Joe at (8 05) 234-3934
FOUN D toyota keys at Hathw ay and
Fredericks St on Feb. 17th
P lease call (559) 824-5218
LO S T S ilver Tiffany bracelet with
heart. P lease call 705-6090
REW ARD for lost gold bracelet with
heart and “Frances" engraved
P lease call: (8 05) 464-1000
M issing anything?
Lost and Found ads are FREE

Sports

Sports Editor: Tristan Aird • mustan3dailysports@ 3maH.com
Assistant Sports Editor: Frank StranzI
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M odglin enjoying one o f
finest seasons in school history
looking forward
to the few extra B Y T H E
hours of sleep N U M B E R S
her
schedule
will afford her.
“It will be
weird having all f’>fFensiw categories
in which LLsa
that five time,”
Mod^in leads the
she said.
Big West
A
devoted
team
player,

W ith 196 career hits only 24
games into her senior season.
Cal Poly center fielder Lisa
M odglin is only eight hits
away from becom ing the
M ustangs’ all-tim e leader.
Hayley Bramble
MUSTANC DAILY

f anyone knows about com
mitment, it’s Cal Poly softball
player Lisa Modglin.
The senior center fielder has spent
the last four
weekends
in
four
different
cities, traveling
with
the
Mustangs on a
bus to tourna
ments in Las
Vegas, Cathedral
City, Fullerton
Usa Modglin and Sunnyvale.
O f her fastpaced schedule the past month,
Modglin said, “We have Monday off,
practice Tuesday and Wednesday, and
leave Thursday (for the tourna
ments).”
In between the intense travel
schedule and classes, though, Modglin
has made a strong early case to be Big
West Conference Player of the Year.
The Simi Valley native leads Cal
Poly in batting average (.5(K)), runs
scored (31), hits (41), home runs (11),
RBI (28), total bases (84), slugging
percentage (1.024), on-base percent
age (.559) and stolen bases (6) and is
tied for the team lead in doubles (8),
triples (1) and has not committed an
error all year.
More importandy, she has led the
best start for the Mustangs (18-6)
since 1997.
Modglin has won three consecu
tive Big West Player of the Week
awards, which matches a conference
record.
After a stellar showing at the Palm

I

t h o u g h ,

11-82
Modglin’s ratio

Modglin
said
she still plans to of home runs to
attend the games at-bats this season
next season.
“All my best
Career stolen
friends are on
bases for
the team,” she
Modglin, 15
said.
more than any
She has been other player in
playing softball
school history
for as long as she
can remember.
“Since I was
Career runs
five or six,” she
scored for
said.
Modglin, 21
more than any
Modglin
other
player in
played for her
school history
Simi Valley High
team and was
also on the
Pioneers’ soccer team.
O f her future plans, Modglin said
she is unsure.
“If I could stay around here, I
would like that,” she said.
As for her plans regarding softball
after the sea.son, she said,“l might just
play for ftin in the future.”
Cal Poly is in the midst of a 25game road trip spanning 31 days. It
resumes at 10 a.m. Friday in
Sacramento against Kansas at the
Capital Classic, which concludes
Sunday.
The Mustangs return home for a 1
p.m. nonconference doubleheader
March 24 against St. Mary’s. They
then have a showdown at home
against No. 12 UCLA in a t p.m.
doubleheader March 25.
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Shown last year, Cal Poly senior center fielder Lisa Modglin is batting
.500 this season. She has led the Mustangs to their best start since 1997.
Springs Classic in Cathedral City
from Feb. 23 to 25, Modglin was featurcd on ESPN.com.
It seems the business senior is
determined to go out with a bang.
Cal Poly appears on its way to a
third straight winning season.
“It’s the most succes.sful start I’ve
seen,” Modji^in said.
Still, the ultimate goal for the
Mustangs is to reach the NCAA
Tournament for the first time since

moving to the Division I level in
1995 after being controversially left
out of the tournament field in 1997,
2(K)5 and 2(K)6.
Modglin will be focusing on academics in her last quarter at Cal Poly
next fall. She will graduate with a
business degree with a concentration
in accounting.
With the absence of a sports
schedule next year, Modglin said she
is considering getting a job and is

won’t reach the Final Four, but I’ve
got them in my Elite Eight.
Next on the list is a pair of
Colonial Athletic As.sociation teams,
Old Dominion and Virginia
Commonwealth, both squads that
could see the Sweet 16.
Finally, Arizona is a team that ha.sn’t lived up to expectations and, if it
doesn’t find its groove, could send
defending
national
champion
Florida home early. Here’s a quick
synopsis of each of these upset picks:
1. Texas — The Longhorns were
as high as No. 18 in the ESPN/USA
Today poll in week two, but dropped
quicker than the DOW Jones with
losses to Michigan State and
(tonzaga. Led by freshman Player of
see Darichorses, page 10

see Frankly, page 10

C O M M EN TA R Y

champ Long
Longhorns No. 1 among
Beach State turns
darkhorse candidates
focus to Tennessee
Frank StranzI

ASSISTANT SK )R T S EDITOR

The 49ers arc coming off a 94-83
win over Cal Poly in Saturday’s
Big West Conference Tournament
championship game.
Patrick Creaven
IMILY 4 9 e R ( l o n g

beach

STATE U.)

LONG BEACH — Long Beach
State forward Sterling Byrd got a
surprise when he went to his statis
tics class Monday.
“My professor stopped the class
and the whole class gave me a
standing ovation,” Byrd said. “I’m a
shy dude, so I kind of wanted to
run out of the class. But it was real
ly nice of my professor (Jeff Davis)

to do that.”
A team that just a few years ago
was at the bottom of the Big West
Conference is now basking in the
glory of being conference champi
on and before it heads to the
NCAA Tournament first round in
Columbus, Ohio.
The team gathered in The
Walter Pyramid on Monday after
noon to talk with the media about
its
first-round
opponent,
Tennessee. The game will be Friday
at the Nationwide Arena in
Columbus, with tip-off at approxi
mately.! 1:35 a.m.
“(Tennessee) plays a pressure
•
see LBSU, page 10

Every time I hear somebody ask,
“W ho’s going to be this year’s
George Mason?” I shudder.
What kind of question is that?
Two double-digit teams have
made the Final Four in the 64-team
field’s history — No. 11 seeds LSU
in 1986 and George Mason in 2(K)6.
That said, there’s still a group of
teams with Sweet 16 potential. At
the top of my list of sleepers is a
Texas squad I think will move past
North Carolina and Georgetown in
the East to make the Final Four.
Next comes a highly touted
Winthrop squad, a team that has
received a lot of hype as “this year’s
George Mason.” The'Eagles likely

Frank StranzI
ASSISTANT SPCiRTS EDITOR

The USA Today/NFCA softball
top-25 rankings are unquestionably
flawless and a precise representation
of the upper-echelon softball squads
... NOT!
Even our Kazakh friend Borat can
figure that one out. Cal Poly, despite
marquee wins against No. 7
Northwestern, No. 11 Washington
and No. 13 Stanford, garnered one,
count’em one, vote in the USA
Today/NFC"A top-25 poll last week.
The latest poll was released this
morning and ought to tell a different
story, but the lack of respect given to
C"al Poly’s program the last two years
is ridiculous.
C'in the other hand, pollsters saw
fit to give undeserving UC Santa
Barbara four votes. The Ciauchos
beat No. 3 Arizona State 8-7, but
have yet to notch another top-25
win. The only other game the
Gauchos have played against a top25 opponent was a 2-0 loss to No.
23 California.
To their credit, the Gauchos did
win
against
then-No.
18
Massachusetts, but the Minutemen
have since dropped completely from
top-25 talk with an 8-8 start.
In contrast. Cal Poly was 3-3
against top-25 teams before voters
cast their ballots one week ago. The
Mustangs have clearly played a
tougher schedule than the Gauchos.
Yet the Gauchos have more votes
than Cal Poly — conspiracy theo
rists, it’s your time to shine.
Did
the
wins
against
Northwestern and Stanford go
unnoticed by (nearly) every voter in
the land? Any men’s basketball team
with wins of Cal Poly’s caliber
would, at the absolute least, take
home one vote — by golly, they
might even crack the top-25.
Admittedly, the argument is rather
petty — the difference between four
votes and one. However, this small
example is indicative of the small
amount of respect Cal Poly softball
receives.
Cal Poly is off to a tremendous
start, its best since l ‘>97 when the
squad rose to No. 7 in the USA
Today/NFCA top-25 poll with a
20-4
record
(somehow
the
Mustangs were snubbed again that
year). Over the weekend, the
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What must
Poly softball
team do to
be ranked?

